
AUK

UNIQUE BAR IN K'ROAD- OVER $180,000 PROFIT (CML
10987)

Step into a captivating speakeasy bar nestled in the dynamic heart of Auckland's

K Road, where exclusivity meets profitability in an enchanting blend. 

Operating a mere 28 hours a week, this marvel offers an immersive experience

with its unique interior and select drink menu, all within a prime spot famed for

its vibrant culture. 

With an asking price of $210,000, this turnkey opportunity includes everything

needed for continued success.  

This is your chance to own a slice of the nightlife on K Road, promising both a

lucrative venture and an entrance into a realm of sophistication and mystery.

Business Highlights:

- Perfect Location

- Unique setup and decor

- Over $180,000 profit for 2 working owners

- Operating only 28h a week

- Great work-life balance

Call Jack now for a private tour and to uncover the full potential of this

extraordinary business opportunity.

**To gain further information on this business please copy and paste this link

into your browser;https://rb.gy/1rdo3r . You will be taken to the listing, click on

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT and please read the terms of before you

complete our online form**

Price SOLD

Property Type Business

Property ID 10987

AGENT DETAILS

Jack Crosti - 02109095252

OFFICE DETAILS

Clyth Macleod

Level 2, 77 Grafton Road Grafton

Auckland 1344 New Zealand 

+64 9 630 9491

Sold



The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


